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Key facts & figures:
  Maintains a register of doctors in the 
 United Kingdom 
 336,747 professionals on 
 the register as at 30 September 2020 
  £406 annual fee for registration

Find out more about our performance reviews at:
www.professionalstandards.org.uk/performancereviews

Standards of good regulation met
General Standards      5/5

Guidance and Standards    2/2

Education and Training     2/2

Registration        4/4

Fitness to Practise      5/5
We look carefully at a range of evidence to decide whether each 
Standard is met or not. The total number of Standards met does not on 
its own give the full picture of how a regulator is performing. Read the 
full performance review to find out more.

http://www.professionalstandards.org.uk/performancereviews


How the GMC is meeting the StandardsFocus on:

REGISTRATION: MAINTAINS AND PUBLISHES AN ACCURATE REGISTER OF 
THOSE WHO MEET ITS REQUIREMENTS INCLUDING ANY RESTRICTIONS ON 
THEIR PRACTICE

In our annual review of performance, we sought further information from the GMC about 
some areas of its work. We concluded that the GMC has demonstrated that it continues to 
meet all our Standards of Good Regulation.

GUIDANCE AND STANDARDS: 
PROVIDES GUIDANCE TO HELP 
REGISTRANTS APPLY THE 
STANDARDS AND ENSURES THIS 
GUIDANCE IS UP TO DATE

EDUCATION AND TRAINING: 
ASSURES EDUCATIONAL PROVIDERS 
ARE DELIVERING STUDENTS 
AND TRAINEES THAT MEET ITS 
REQUIREMENTS IN A TRANSPARENT 
AND PROPORTIONATE WAY

You can find out more details in the full report which is available on our website 
www.professionalstandards.org.uk/performance-reviews

In this review period the GMC continued 
its work to revise its guidance on decision-
making and consent. It considered the 
recommendations from both the Paterson 
Inquiry and Cumberlege Review. It published 
the new guidance in September 2020. We also 
saw that the GMC provided further guidance 
for doctors after the change to abortion law in 
Northern Ireland.

Following a pilot, the GMC is ready to roll out 
its new process for medical training quality 
assurance. The new process takes a risk-based 
approach and organisations will be required 
to sign a declaration and complete a self-
assessment for the GMC. We do not have any 
concerns about the approach in principle, and 
we will monitor how it works in practice.

FITNESS TO PRACTISE: ALL PARTIES 
TO A COMPLAINT ARE SUPPORTED 
TO PARTICIPATE EFFECTIVELY IN THE 
PROCESS
In November 2019 the GMC published a new 
patient charter, which is intended to ‘improve 
patients’ pathways to the GMC’. It includes six 
promises which the GMC will use to evaluate its 
performance. The promises are to treat patients 
with dignity and respect, to help them find the 
best way to raise their concern, to keep them 
updated, to communicate in a way that works 
for them, to handle their information with care 
and to learn from their experience.

In response to the Covid-19 pandemic, the GMC established a temporary register of former 
registrants (for example, those who had previously retired). We asked the GMC about its approach 
where concerns were raised about doctors on that register. It told us that it received 19 fitness to 
practise referrals about doctors on the temporary register and that it had revoked the temporary 
registration/licence to practise in one of those cases. The GMC said that none of the referrals were 
about clinical issues that occurred during the pandemic. It said it had not identified any instances 
of doctors being given temporary registration inappropriately.

FITNESS TO PRACTISE: THE 
PROCESS FOR EXAMINING AND 
INVESTIGATING CASES IS FAIR, 
PROPORTIONATE AND CONSISTENT
We asked the GMC for some information about 
its process relating to witnesses who provide 
expert evidence during fitness to practise 
proceedings, following concerns we received. 
These included concerns about the content of 
reports and experts’ suitability for a particular 
case. The GMC told us about its process to 
quality assure the evidence it receives from 
experts and we were satisfied that those checks 
should address the concerns we received.

http://www.professionalstandards.org.uk/publications/detail/standards-of-good-regulation

